ARCADAMP - Damp proof paint eliminates damp in
bathrooms and basements, Cures and Prevents
dampness
Product Detail

ELIMINATE DAMP IN
BATHROOMS AND
BASEMENTS (above ground)
ARCADAMP will protect your surfaces from problems
caused by dampness such as mold and mildew or
efflorescence (saltpetre) and peeling paint.
ARCADAMP damp proof paint is a pliolite resin based and
cement based paint which will render interior wall surfaces
damp proof.
Bonding to the substrate our damp proof paint
ARCADAMP will effectively protect the surface from
persisting damp flaking paint, saltpetre efflorescence
and damp musky smells due to water penetration.
Highly resistant to alkalis and micro-porous, it will protect
your wall and prevent water ingress through the
structure while allowing the substrate to breathe.
Easy to use, ARCADAMP damp proof paint will dry in only
2 hours and eliminate existing damp.
Used as a preventive product, ARCADAMP damp proof
paint will protect your wall surfaces from damage caused
by damp.
ARCADAMP damp proof paint treats and protects the
porous outer layer of your wall while providing you with a
white matt finish decorative in its own right.
The washable surface can be left as is or be covered with a
topcoat of your choice.

Advantages
Ultra durable, resists peeling, blistering and
cracking
Hides damp stains
Pure white finish
High coverage, can be left as is with its
decorative white matt finish: perfect for a
contemporary look and to hide surface
imperfections
Easy to apply
Can be recoated
Dries quickly (1-2 hours on the average)
Will protect your surfaces from problems caused
by dampness such as mold and mildew or
efflorescence (saltpetre) and peeling paint.
Microporous, will allow the wall to breathe
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Treats and prevents dampness in your basement
or garage, bathroom or cellars
Damp proof membrane

Where to apply ?
Arcadamp can be applied to damp plaster or masonry,
brick, cement, concrete block...
IMPORTANT: Not suitable for underground walls, only
above ground. If you need to waterproof an underground
wall we recommend our tanking system Arcacem
Basement.

Additional products:
If present, mold, mildew and salpetre must be treated with
Arcasaltpetre before applying Arcadamp.
Application

Tools:
brush or roller, clean up with white spirit.

Application Conditions:
Do not apply in temperatures lower than 5°C or higher
than 35°C. Avoid application in direct sun and/or strong
wind and/or rain.

Product Preparation
Arcadamp is ready to use, mix carefully before application.

Surface Preparation
Clean substrate of substances that might interfere with the
performance of the damp proof paint.
Remove all dust, dirt, paint, efflorescence (white powdery
deposits), mildew and moss, oil, pollution deposits, and
other contaminants prior to application.
The surface must be cleaned by thorough wire brushing or
pressure washing as necessary to achieve the required
surface condition.
Treat the wall for fungus and moss or mildew prior to
application with ARCAMOSS.
Treat the wall for saltpetre prior to application with
ARCASALTPETRE
Allow pressure washed surfaces to dry prior to coating. The
surface to be treated can be damp upon application but
not wet.

Note: Arcadamp is designed to treat unpainted
masonry surfaces, any paint present on older
surfaces must be removed as much as possible
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prior to application.

How to apply?
Stir material thoroughly before and periodically during
application to maintain a homogenous mixture.
Apply ARCADAMP like a paint and let dry.
Apply a 2nd coat on very porous surfaces (highly
recommended).

Drying time
Dry to touch (20°C) : 1 to 2 hours
Recoatable : 12 hours
Coverage

Up to 4m2 (square meter) per litre
0.75l will cover up to 3m² (square meter)
2.5l will cover up to 10m² (square meter)
5l will cover up to 20m² (square meter)
10l will cover up to 40m² (square meter)
Apply 1 or 2 coats depending on the porosity of
the substrate (for example, apply 2 coats on
porous concrete blocks).
Storage

Store in unopened containers in a clean, dry area.
Keep material from freezing and/or extreme heat.
Video

Product short description:
A damp proof paint which adheres to all
masonry surfaces, ARCADAMP will protect
your walls from damp,efflorescence,
peeling paint, damp smells.
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